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Getting started on
Twitter.
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Getting started on Twitter
This guide was developed as a collaboration between Trent Dementia, The Memorabilia DEEP
group and the “In at the DEEP end” DEEP group in Nottingham as well as George Rook and
Wendy Mitchell both individuals who are regular users of Twitter.
This introductory guide has four sections – What? Why? Who? How?
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What?

This section is an introduction to Twitter

Twitter is an online news and social networking site where people communicate
in short messages called ‘Tweets’.
It is a way to start conversations with people interested in the same topics and
share news you find interesting.
Tweets are short bursts of information – they must be 280 characters or less. You
can also upload photos or link to website.
You can use twitter on a phone or computer.

When you create an account with twitter you get to choose a username, these
always start with the symbol @ for example: @WendyPMitchell
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Symbols

Hashtags # and name tags @

The way to get other people involved with your tweets is by using a hashtag
symbol # followed by a key theme in your tweet. For example, if you want to talk
to people or share news with people interested in dementia you would add
#dementia to your message.
“Had a great time talking about my herbs at the DEEP gathering, #DEEP
#Dementia #Herbs lovely to meet you @RachelNiblock’’
In the above tweet you can see the Hashtags # that focus on the key themes and
the @ symbol naming someone you have met to include them in the tweet.
You can also search for information by using hashtags such as #dementia or
#swimming or #DEEP or just about any other topic you like.
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Why?

This section talks about why you might use Twitter

Twitter is way to keep up to date with news and events that interest you
without reading huge amounts of newspapers or magazines.
It is way to have your voice heard around the world if you have something
to share. It can help you find other people who share your interests and
have conversations with people you might never meet.
When you find topics interesting you can ‘follow’ the person writing about it,
other people can follow you, then you will both see each other’s news.
You don’t have to follow anyone, and you can change your mind at any
point.
Wendy Mitchell – Wendy uses Twitter regularly and suggests that when
you first start by just observing what people are talking about, then perhaps
just look at tweets from ‘today’ or ‘now’.
You can also look at what is ‘trending’ this means what a lot of people are
talking about. It can be a great way of sharing and getting information.
For example: If you want to let people know about something like an event,
you can put names in the tweet and ask them to retweet the information
which means a lot more people will see your message.
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People living with and interested in dementia use twitter every day, to talk and
share information but, you can also use it to find about your other interests,
hobbies or see what your favourite actors or authors are up to, for example: you
might want to follow the holiday weather!

Alternatively, you might want to find a recipe:
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Who?

This section talks about the people using twitter.

More than 100 million people tweet every day and the UK 13 million people use
twitter, there are an estimated 300 million twitter accounts in the world.
Its not just individuals, most businesses and charities have twitter accounts. This
makes it easier to communicate with them, for example: if you wanted to tell a
train company about your experience you could send them a tweet and generally
get a response quickly.
It is also a great way to look at the news from around the world in one place,
searching for anything that you are interested in.
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How?

This section is a step by step guide to getting started.

Some devices will already have Twitter installed but, it is easy to find by searching
on your computer or phone with whatever internet browser you use – for
example: Google. There are some links below if you are using this worksheet on
your computer.

If you want to use Twitter on your phone or tablet you can download the app
from the app store on your device or click the links below.
iOS (Apple, iPad – iPhone Mac) :
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/twitter/id333903271?mt=8
Android:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.twitter.android&hl=en_GB
On a computer follow the steps below to help sign up.
1. - Go to: https://twitter.com/signup
2. – Choose a short twitter name – if someone else is using it you will need to
choose another
3. – Add a profile – look at other accounts for inspiration
4. – Add a Photograph
5. – Start looking around at other accounts and searching for things that
interest you
6. – You can practice writing tweets and not send them to twitter
7. - Only put on Twitter what you are happy for the whole world to see.
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Home page
The first page you will see is the Home page, you can see recent tweets and press
the Tweet button to write a message.

Other Symbols

Beneath tweets you will see the following four symbols.
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Click this symbol if you want to comment or reply to someone’s tweet
Click this symbol if you want to share the tweet with the people you
follow this is called a ‘retweet’
Click this symbol if you really like the tweet
Click this symbol if you want to send the tweet as a direct message to
someone else, you want to save the tweet to return to it later – this is called a
‘bookmark’ or you want to copy a link to the tweet – perhaps to put in an email or
a blog online.

Updates
How to get updates.

When you visit Twitter the first thing you see is the home page and all the recent
tweets from people you are interested in, to see these you need to ‘’follow’’
people.
You “follow” people or organisations that you are interested in hearing updates
from.
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Everyone can see your tweets not just the you follow or the people that follow
you.

When you have clicked the follow button it will change to “Following” to show
that you will receive updates.
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How to stop getting updates.

If you are not interested in the tweets someone is sending you can stop seeing
these on the home page, to do this you need to ‘’unfollow’’ them.
If you no longer want to follow someone then clicking the “Following” button
again will give the option to unfollow.

Once you click “Unfollow” then you still have to confirm your choice by clicking
“Yes” and you can still choose to follow someone again later.
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How to stop unwanted communication.

Sometimes people argue on twitter, if someone is sending you unwanted
messages or you feel very strongly about not seeing the tweets, they send you
can ‘’block’’ people.
To “Block” someone or an Organisation that you don’t want to hear from then
first you must click the three little dots as pictured below.

Once clicked you will be presented with several options. Clicking “Block” will give
you a confirmation window, clicking yes will confirm the “Block”.
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Accounts you might like to follow
Nottingham DEEP Support - @deep_notts
TrentDementia @TrentDementia

FRIENDS for LIFE DEEP Nottingham

@FFL_deep_notts

DEEP UK @DementiaVoices
3Nations Dementia Working Group @3NDWG
Dementia UK @DementiaUK
George Rook @george_rook
Wendy Mitchell @WendyPMitchell
Alzheimer's Society @alzheimerssoc
AlzheimersResearchUK @ARUKnews
Dementia Friends @DementiaFriends

